The Ice Series Boxed Set

This Boxed Set Includes. Melting Away
The Ice: Sara Smith, a hard working
lawyer, thought she found her true love.
Unfortunately, that was a huge mistake.
Now she goes home at night and avoids
people. Until one day her best friend forces
her to go to a hockey game. Lucas Sharp,
the Captain of the Chicago Eagles, has
focused on one thing, winning the Cup. It
was not until a meet and greet after the
game that he saw Sara. After finally going
on a few dates Lucas knows that she is
hiding something, but Sara wont talk about
it. Will Lucas be able to melt away the ice
on her heart and still win the Cup? Or will
Sara keep her true-self frozen away from
finding happiness.
Breaking the Ice:
Rachel Silver is independent and likes it
that way. It hardly bothers her that she
hasnt even had a relationship in over a
year. Her goals are firmly set on her career.
That was until her love of hockey, and her
best friend, crossed paths with Max
Crawford. Even though Max Crawford
has had a wild side, there was something
about Rachel when he saw her for the first
time. Maybe it was her smart mouth, or her
sexy lips? Nonetheless, he wanted her.
Finally, Max is able to start a relationship
with her, but will her stubborn attitude be
the downfall of their relationship? Or could
Max break the ice that hold her firm?
Shattering the Ice:Charity Drake has only
known heartache, until she had her son,
Ethan. Now, everything revolves around
him, and she wouldnt have it any other
way.
Marc Kane, the goalie for the
Chicago Eagles, has dated a few girls, but
wants that one true love, and he thinks he
found it. The problem is, Charity isnt sure
shes ready. Through ups and downs, and
Ethans love, Marc and Charity try to figure
out if their shattered past can be put
together?
Thawing the Ice: All the
characters that you loved in The Ice Series
are back for a final look into their lives.
Their love of hockey, family, and friends
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have tied them all together and now its all
changing. This is the final chapter of the
Chicago Eagles Players and the ones that
they love.
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